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Publisher's Note
Racing According
to Plan

Dan Plan
It seems each week at the race track, something happens
that just simply amazes me. Most drivers in the various
different classes seem to maintain a “never say quit”
attitude. That’s one of the things that I enjoy so much
about short track racing. If there’s a way to get the car back
out on the track, most short track teams are going to make
every effort to make it back out.
During one of the Short Tracker division races at Raceway
Park a few weeks ago, Erica Waibel was caught up in a
wreck during the heat race. The wreck looked pretty bad
from the stands, as her car nearly rolled over before
backing into the front stretch wall. After a few minutes, she
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drove the car into the pits under its own power, had a new
right rear tire put on and returned to action. That feat in
itself was enough to impress most fans, but more was on
the horizon. In the main event, Erica took the lone-Chevy
powered vehicle to a main event win. One of the more
entertaining aspects of this event was standing next to
Randy Waibel in the pits during the feature race. Crew
chiefs have been known to show their emotions from time
to time, but when it’s your daughter on the track, I’m
guessing things pick up a notch. You would be hard
pressed to figure out who was happier with the win, Randy
or Erica. I’m just glad that I was on hand to witness this
event.
The determination that teams like the Waibel’s exhibit on a
weekly basis is what keeps the sport alive. The same night,
several other drivers showed they weren’t willing to quit.
Bud Reimer had a right rear wheel break on his car during
the feature, but was able to get the car stopped without too
much damage and returned to action. To top things off,
veteran Late Model driver, Mark Lamoreaux, refused to
give up on his evening at the track. Mark set fast-time for
the night, but ended up going to the tail of the field twice
and even climbing the backstretch wall on one occasion.
Lamoreaux made his way back up to the third position at
the end of the evening. Chad Walen and Adam Royle made
it hard to watch the fast qualifier work his way to the front.
Walen used the outside groove, and left the bottom open
for Royle, which is the exact opposite of the past 50 years
at the track. Royle continued to try to get by on the bottom,
but couldn’t make the move work without taking both
drivers out for the evening.

Miscellaneous Observations
We recently attended another weekly program at LaCrosse
Fairgrounds Speedway. Veteran driver Jay Sauter was back
behind the wheel for the second week in a row driving the
Shane Wehrs owned ride. Jay picked up a heat win the first
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week out, and on this night, ran away with the feature
event. It’s neat that the Sauter and Wehr’s bunch are still
working together. Those of you that are old enough to
remember, can recall the days of Jim Sauter driving a
number 5 car sponsored by Wehrs Chevrolet. Jay’s driving
a number 5 with several of the Wehrs family businesses
listed on the car. Sauter will be driving the car for the rest of
the 2010 season at LaCrosse, and the smile in victory lane
looked just as big as the NASCAR Truck win in Texas
about ten years ago.
The past few races at Cedar Lake Speedway have featured
Chad Mahder and Jake Redetzke running up front. I can’t
help but think the more things change, the more they stay
the same. If you think back 10 or 15 years ago, the 55 and
27 could have just as easily been battling for position at
Cedar Lake, Menomonie or Rice Lake. Back then, it would

Martin DeFries photo

continued on page 13
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by Jordan Bianchi
Part of the joy of sports and being a fan is the beauty that
you never know what’s going to happen. Sports aren’t
scripted like a movie or a television show. The ending is in
doubt until the end. Or it’s supposed to be, with the
occasional blowout of course being the exception.
But that joy disappears when people start to believe that
what they are seeing on the playing field, or the track in
this case, is predetermined.
This is why when an Associated Press report came out that
NASCAR had fined two undisclosed drivers for comments
that disparaged the sanctioning body it didn’t surprise me.
NASCAR was simply protecting themselves and their
reputation.
My mother constantly told me growing up; you’re nothing
without your integrity. Another piece of advice that she
gave and something she always said is; perception is
reality.
When drivers speak, fans listen. If a driver is questioning
the integrity of NASCAR in regard to the decisions they
make, they have to defend themselves vehemently.
Perception becomes reality. If a driver says something is
wrong, the odds are that fans will soon buy into that notion
as well and from there things, well, snowball.
If you haven’t noticed lately the snowball has turned into
an avalanche as television viewership is down dramatically
as well as ticket sales.
Two drivers – reportedly Denny Hamlin and Ryan Newman
– were fined by NASCAR after openly questioning the
decisions NASCAR was making.
NASCAR spokesperson Randy Poston explained the
decision in a post on NASCAR.com.
“We want the drivers to speak their minds and show
emotion – if we blow a call or make a mistake we should be
criticized for it and we often are,” Poston wrote. “That’s
fine. But over the years, we have seen comments by drivers
do serious damage to the sport – that means damage to
every track promoter trying to sell tickets, every sponsor
trying to promote their drivers and products and,
ultimately, the fan base.”
It’s the same logic used when the NBA fined Los Angeles
Lakers coach Phil Jackson $35,000 this past spring for

criticizing the officiating
during the NBA playoffs. It’s
the very reason Pete Rose and
“Shoeless” Joe Jackson have
been both permanently
banned from the Baseball Hall
of Fame. Both players while
great and deserving of a place
in Cooperstown, threatened
the sanctity of the game in
which they were participants.
For that, they have been
punished.

Atlanta Motor Speedway photo

The Racing Geek

Drivers Speak and NASCAR Listens

Taking it a step further, what
would your place of
employment do if you took to
badmouthing company
publically? You think you
might be called into the boss’s
office and given a reprimand?
My guess is they wouldn’t be
too keen of you speaking ill of the company that signs your
paycheck. If you continued to do so, a pink slip would
likely be in your near future.
That doesn’t mean NASCAR is above the law, and can’t be
called to the carpet for some of their decisions. What
they’re saying, is go-ahead and question whether you
think a rule change is right or wrong or how the
championship should be determined. Both of which happen
regularly inside the garage with the television cameras
rolling catching every word they say.
This philosophy is no different than how every other sport
conducts themselves; as there are plenty of diverse and
outspoken personalities in the stick-and-ball sports from
Chad Ochocinco to Ron Artest to Terrell Owens.

as strange as that may sound. And without questioning
whether they’re pulling the strings behind the scenes to
manufacture exciting races that will get fans riled up.
There is one area where NASCAR is culpable. That’s when
they do fine a driver; they need to fully disclose who the
driver is and what they said to justify having to write a
check to NASCAR.
Secrecy leads to distrust and suspicion. Which in turn
leads to continued questions about whether the
sanctioning body is trying to hide something; whether they
actually are or not.
NASCAR doesn’t see it this way, as Poston explained in
his post Tuesday.

Each of these guys frequently spouts off at the mouth
about whatever topic they feel like weighing in on.
Sometimes (rarely) they have something interesting and
relevant to say; while other times (the majority of the time)
they speak just to hear the sound of their own voices.

“As to why the fines are unannounced, it is akin to a
meeting with NASCAR in the hauler. It is something
between the driver and NASCAR. It is not a good idea to
further recite and replay derogatory remarks - nor do we
intend to embarrass the drivers’ sponsors or team.”

However, there are times when lines are crossed. Such as
when accusations are made that the playing field isn’t level
and/or a competitor has a perceived advantage. That is
when the NFL, Major League Baseball, the NBA and
NASCAR steps in and starts issuing fines.

I understand what he is trying to say, and the point about
replaying the derogatory remarks is a valid one. However,
by publically squashing those remarks, which a fine does,
then your sending a loud message that what was said was
wrong, misguided and something that won’t be tolerated.

The counterpoint to this belief is that NASCAR is trying to
make their drivers more “corporate.” An argument which I
feel is baloney.

I believe that if you’re going to reprimand a driver for
saying something, then you owe it the fans that support
your product to be honest with them about what was said
that warranted a fine. At the very least this serves as an
example to the rest of the garage about what can and can
not be said publically.

Blandness doesn’t sell, edginess does. Right now
NASCAR needs all the help they can get in reestablishing
themselves as a major player on the sports scene. They
want drivers to speak their minds, drivers that stir the
passions in the buying public.
What I don’t think everyone realizes is that both NASCAR
and its fans want their drivers to have personality and
charisma. They do not want some buttoned up corporate
clone who only says what their P.R. person tells them to
say. It’s a big reason, besides winning races, why Carl
Edwards, Denny Hamlin and Kyle Busch are three of the
more popular drivers with the fans.
But NASCAR wants them to be outspoken in the right way,

No other sport keeps their fines private. If a commissioner
in a stick-and-ball sport fines a player or coach, it is
required that the fine be made public. This is meant to be
more of a future deterrent than anything else.
Perception is reality. If NASCAR wants to be like the other
mainstream sports, which they desperately do, then they
need to start conducting themselves in the same manner.
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while setting up his souvenir trailer. Terry
was replaced in the Big Game Treestands
#24 machine by Sammy Swindell on what
was at first reported to be a temporary
basis while McCarl recovered from his
injury. Sammy had more success in the
car than anticipated resulting in McCarl
losing the ride to the driver he personally
recommended as his own temporary
replacement. The Elko win came in
Terry’s own deal that he had put together
after being cleared by his doctor to drive
again. No doubt the driver with the
reputation as a fiery, sometimes
combative, competitor on the track and
Scotty Thiel picked up
untiring ambassador of the sport off the
a UMSS win
track was back on his game with the
Stan Meissner photo
Knoxville Nationals only a few weeks
away.
another appearance at the second night of the Elko Dirt
Nationals and the UMSS would be running the rescheduled
Terry McCarl won the Interstate Racing Association
Turn the clock ahead one week and the thrill of victory at
Kouba Memorial at the North Central Speedway. Seeing as
Feature on Friday July 23 at the Elko Dirt Nationals. Brooke Elko was once again marred by the agony of defeat due to a I have been working closely with the UMSS series I opted
Tatnell had taken a commanding lead and looked to have
freak injury. McCarl was competing in an All Star race at
for the Brainerd event. UMSS points leader Brad
the race won until he jumped the cushion and flipped
the Husets Speedway on July 30, a track he has had a great Barickman won the rescheduled Kouba Memorial portion of
handing the win to McCarl. McCarl injured his biceps
deal of success at, when he suffered another major setback
the program. Brad has been on a tear in UMSS competition
requiring surgery and an extended rehab earlier this year
in his career as a professional race car driver. Early reports
this season and looks to have a lock on the championship.
when a gust of wind caught an awning he was holding
are that something got into the side panel of his Sprinter on Several of the other competitors who were on top of the
lap 13 of the Feature breaking his points last season have struggled with bad luck while Brad
leg and requiring his second
has been running near the front on a consistent basis.
surgery and layoff the 2010
Sheboygan, Wisconsin, based driver Scotty Thiel made the
season. This was terrible timing
seven hour tow to North Central and was rewarded with a
for Terry, not only does he make
win in the second UMSS Feature of the evening. I talked to
his living driving Sprint Cars but
Scotty shortly after his win and he would like to come back
his Oskaloosa promotion and the to NCS for the Mighty Axe Nationals and possibly the
Knoxville Nationals are coming
Jerry Richert Memorial at Cedar Lake. Scott normally races
up just days from now. McCarl
with the eastern Wisconsin based MSA and we really
would love to go down in the
appreciate him traveling to our area to race with the UMSS.
record books as the first Iowa
driver to win the Nationals so to
Not many local dirt tracks can boast of a two time 2010
be taken out with this race
World of Outlaws Feature winner racing at their facility in a
coming up has to be a bitter pill
regular program. This is exactly what happened on Friday
to swallow. My well wishes go
July 30 when Brooke Tatnell took advantage of a free night
out to Terry McCarl for a speedy
to drive the Nelson #14 at the Kopellah Speedway. Tatnell
recovery and some much better
plans on running the Nelson car in the Knoxville 360
luck in the future.
Nationals and his own car in the Knoxville 410 Nationals.
Brooke told me that he would be making the trip down to
After so many lean years without Knoxville with both machines the following evening to get
much Sprint Car racing close to
some seat time for the upcoming big shows. The UMSS
Brad Barickman won the Kouba Memorial at North Central Speedway in Brainerd
home I found myself in an
and then at Arlington Raceway the following week.
unfamiliar position on Saturday
Stan Meissner photo
July 24. The IRA would make
continued on page 10
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Lindner, Leu, Loos, and Plank are just some that we
recognized that have raced here this year. Of course we
remember many a race featuring Dave Adams, Bill Lindner,
Lonny Leu, Tom Loos and Leon Plank putting their
machines through their paces and most of the time coming
out on the winning end of things. Racing truly gets in your
blood and it’s good to see generations now keeping those
namesakes alive racing here at CWR.

Dale's Pictures from the past

But, as we mentioned earlier rain put a damper on things on
this night and the only happy ones on the grounds were
the frogs hopping around in the water in the infield. Maybe
we should have scheduled an impromptu race for them to
finish out the evening. An alternative to that could have
been to have a fishing contest. You can literally fish off the
deck area that houses the press booth as a lake lies directly
behind the grand stands. The lake has some large fish in it
as well as it was once a gravel pit and is very deep. Musky?
Northern Pike or Bass anyone for a Friday at the races fish
fry?

Dale P. Danielski
The tale of the 3/8 mile dirt track located in Unity, WI.,
actually began with plans to run Highway 10 right through
the other longstanding track in the area, Central State
Speedway in Colby, WI. With highway construction
completed it was time to construct another track in the
vicinity and thus the Monster Hall Raceway was born to
carry on racing tradition in Central Wisconsin.
Promotion teams and ownership have changed through the
years and upon our visit this past Friday night we found
Larry Smith to be the latest owner of the track which is now
known as Central Wisconsin Raceway. It’s truly a family
affair running the facility as Larry’s wife and kids are very
hands on with the operation. Area racing main stay, Steve
Parsons ably heads up the promotional team with the track
holding events on Wednesday and Friday nights during
the summer.
On this night we were to see Modified, Super Stock,
Midwest Modified, Street Stock, Pure stock, and Hornet
divisions of racing compete. As an added attraction the
Badger Racing Association Motorcycle group was also on
hand. We did get to see all on the track during the evening
but unfortunately rain fell and after most of the heats were
completed the show was called due to a wet surface and
even wetter hearty fans that showed up despite threatening
weather to hopefully see some racing. As a result of the
rain, everyone’s pleasure was scheduled to be doubled as
the next racing event was to feature two main events in all
divisions.

We have witnessed many Memorial racing events through
the years and sadly someone has to die to hold them. We
attended the 30th running of the Larry Detjens Memorial
this past Thursday night held in honor of the Champion
Late Model competitor that was killed in a racing accident
at Wisconsin International Raceway of Kaukauna, WI., in
1981.. The race is once again being held at State Park
Speedway of Wausau, and rightfully so as that is where
Larry was from and began his racing career. A great field of
Super Late Models were on hand for the show and many
adorned the number 25 which is the number Detjens used
while racing. Another familiar number, #99 won the race but
it was not being driven by Legend Dick Trickle on this
night, although he was in attendance. Chris Weinkauf took
the machine to the 105 lap feature win as he continues an
excellent 2010 year of racing. Tim Sauter, Nate Haseleu,
Chris Wimmer, Mark Mackesy, Jesse Haase, Jeff Storm,
Burton Brown, Cardell Potter and M.G. Gajewski rounded
out the top 10 finishers at the checkered flag. The Haseleu
finish was particularly noteworthy as while battling for the
lead earlier in the event he was involved in a spin and
relegated to the rear of the field. In just 40 laps or so he
motored his way back through the pack to claim a hard
earned 3rd place finish. The huge crowd on hand loved the
action and it couldn’t have been in memory of a nicer guy
in racing, Larry Detjens.

It is hoped another Memorial of sorts is created for long
time racer Jim Back who passed away here a couple weeks
ago. Jim began his racing career back in the early ‘60s and
raced and won for over 25 years. Back was always
preferential to Ford products but the Vesper, WI., driver
actually had his best seasons of racing behind the wheel of
GM products in 1973 and ’74. Back raced his Bemco
Chassis Chevy Camaros to 33 feature wins over the two
years and also set numerous qualifying records during the
Interesting to note that some of the featured names that
period. Jimbo, as many folks called him however, was better
raced and won through the years in the region have carried known for his joy in being able to compete and the fun he
on with tradition and are still involved in the sport. Adams,
had with fellow racers, friends, and fans before during and
most of all after the races. He got
to be known as the All Night for
Keith Tourville #111Jr. Modified Division point leader at
good reason and the stories
Central Wisconsin Raceway
abound today of all the
adventures and escapades folks
had, this writer included, with
the Back clan. Jimbo definitely
lived life to the fullest and at 76
years of age at the time of his
death would be the first to admit
he didn’t get cheated. Having
raced at so many tracks that he
could call home it would be

The Dodge Challenger Larry Detjens campaigned
during the 1974 racing season. Jimbo Back in his
Bemco Engineered Camaro 1973.

tough to come up with just one site for a Memorial event.
Maybe a series of events at a number of venues known as
the Back Memorial Cup would be more suitable. Something
on that order would allow fans that watched him at their
home track through the years a chance to toast one of
Wisconsin’s finest one more time, the incomparable Jim
Back!
Here and there…Nate Haseleu with his competing at State
Park Speedway claims to have raced at all the current
operating asphalt tracks in Wisconsin. No small feat in this
day and age where travel is much more limited than in days
gone by…The fire that gutted the Ron Wimmer residence
has been termed a total loss. A chance as a result of the fire
just two days prior to the Detjens Memorial, was that the
event would not be held. The Wimmer family decided
however that it was the best thing they could do at the time
and the show did go on. Hopefully the success of it will
help in the rebuilding process for the racing Wimmer
family…It was nice to see the great turnout of previous
Detjens Memorial winners and others at the track signing
autographs. Notables in attendance included Dave Marcis,
Dick Trickle, Marv Marzofka, Tom and Bryan Reffner, Allen
Check, Donnie Woller and Joe Krzykowski. Former race
winner Wayne Breitenfeldt did one better making a one
night racing comeback to the track and qualifying for the
feature event…How tough are motorcycle racers? Steve
Kasten who heads up the Badger Racing Association that
was scheduled to compete at Central Wisconsin Raceway
this past week was going to do so with a broken wrist. He
injured the wrist at an earlier event but thought it was
probably just a strain…It didn’t take Jay Sauter long to win
his first main event as he captured the 25 lap NASCAR Late
Model Feature at La Crosse Fairgrounds Speedway
Saturday night in just his second night of racing since
returning to the local racing scene…Quote of the column
for this time around comes from Jeff Storm who was
attempting to qualify for the feature at the Larry Detjens
Memorial. Have you ever raced here before? “I’ve never
even seen this place before!”
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Learning To Drive At BIR
By Dean Reller
The concept is simple go fast, turn left and right. That’s the
two-cent explanation of what road racing is. Of course the
reality of the matter is that it takes a lot more than that to
work your way around a tightly woven race track.
Recently my colleagues Jason Searcy, Jordan Bianchi and I
had the opportunity to attend the BIR Performance Driving
School located at Brainerd International Raceway. The
historic track has been around for over 40 years and has
had many famous drivers compete on the 3.1 mile, 10 turn
road course now known as the Donnybrooke Road Course.
In fact, the legendary Paul Newman won his first ever
professional race at BIR. The Performance Driving School
takes place on the newly constructed 2.5 mile, 13 turn
Competition Road Course. It uses a good part of the big
track and adds some challenging features while avoiding
the long straightaway used for drag racing. This allows the
drag strip and the road course to hold separate events at
the same time.

The day started off with a couple of laps
around the track in a SUV. That doesn’t
sound too bad, but the driver of the SUV
was instructor Herm Johnson, a former Indy
Car driver who managed to make the tires
squeal as we completed our tour. This was
very evident when we got out and could
smell the rubber. I can’t say I have ever
experienced that before. After the trip
around the track Lead Instructor Gary Curtis
held an hour long classroom session. We
were instructed that we were there to drive,
not to race, words I would draw upon later.
Finally, it was time to get suited up and get
behind the wheel of the Ford Spec Racer
that I would be driving. The cars have a 1.9
liter engine, with a 5-speed manual
transmission and can reach speeds of about
130 MPH, something I absolutely knew I
wouldn’t be attempting.
As I sat in the car waiting
to roll out, I was beginning
to wonder “Do I really want to do this?”
Thoughts of my previous driving
experiences flashed through my head such
as spinning out a hornet, spinning out a
Legends Car, spinning out a Raceway Park
track car and finally nearly getting run
over by Ron Hornaday after I stalled the
Late Model I was driving on the race track.
My goal was simple, keep the car on the
track at all times. Then I remembered those
words that we were there to drive, not to
race. The signal was given and it was time
to go, so I shifted the car (which I’m not
really good at) and was off. The first
couple of laps were spent following an
instructor and learning the track which
had cones marking where you needed to
be. The goal is to drive toward the cones
and that’s the racing line. By lap two, I
had already begun to feel comfortable and

gradually picked up speed. I truly had no idea how fast I
was going and loved the fact that I was doing something I
never dreamed of. Without the pressure of trying to win or
trying to beat someone else, I got to experience what it
takes to make a real race car handle around a professional
track. In my second 25 minute session, I felt a real
accomplishment as I passed a Porsche 911. That was one of
several street legal performance cars I was sharing the track
with. People that own performance cars can take the
Driving School and then learn to drive them on the track
with a professional instructor in the passenger’s seat.
Maybe that’s why I felt comfortable enough to pass it.
After taking my laps behind the wheel of a real race car, I
walked away with a new appreciation of what it takes to
race on a road course and most importantly I learned to
drive, not to race. For the first time ever, I didn’t spin out
on a race track.

The Greatest Show on Dirt!
Upcoming Events
Friday August 20

Friday August 27

NASCAR Racing
*Free Corn on the Cob*

NASCAR Racing
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USA Nationals Preview

Stan Meissner photo

The USA Nationals kicks off this season with the $5,000.00 to win UMP Late Model show on Thursday evening, followed by two nights of Dirt
Late Model racing. The USA Nationals is the premier dirt-track event in the upper-Midwest, and if you witnessed the past two events, you know
why. The 2008 event had all of the drama and excitement possible jam-packed into a 100-lap race. Starting with the driver introductions
through the smoke machine and spot light, to the thrilling finish, the event was definitely one to watch. While the 2009 version may not have
been as action packed as the 2008 version, the atmosphere of the event continues to be second to none.
One of the unique items from the last two years has been the addition of the F.A.N.S Fund created by Rich Olson. The idea of the F.A.N.S Fund
is to encourage drivers that may not have been able to attend the show by offsetting some of the traveling expenses. The F.A.N.S Fund was
originally created in 2008 to bring Bill Frye to Cedar Lake for the USA Nationals. Over $1,200.00 was raised during the first year. In 2009,
Rich expanded the concept for race fans to be more involved and provide support for 10 drivers. The F.A.N.S. Fund was able to raise
$10,000.00 each of the last two years. Participants of the F.A.N.S. Fund can look forward to an action packed afternoon on Saturday with the
drivers selected in this year’s ballot.

USA Nationals Late Model Winners

Rich Olson at the 2009
F.A.N.S. Fund gathering

1988 - Billy Moyer
1989 - Billy Moyer
1990 - Billy Moyer
1991 - Rick Aukland
1992 - Billy Moyer
1993 - Billy Moyer
1994 - Jack Boggs
1995 - Jack Boggs
1996 - Jimmy Mars
1997 - Rick Aukland
1998 - Donnie Moran

1999 - Scott Bloomquist
2000 - Davey Johnson
2001 - Dale McDowell
2002 - Rick Eckert
2003 - Scott Bloomquist
2004 - Brian Birkhofer
2005 - Dale McDowell
2006 - Scott Bloomquist
2007 - Brian Birkhofer
2008 - Scott Bloomquist
2009 - Jimmy Mars

2009 winner Jimmy Mars
Stan Meissner photo
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Photo Gallery

Close action in the LaCrosse Late Models
Mary Schill photo

Dirt Nationals Modified champion Dan Wheeler
Martin DeFries photo

Mike Weber and Scott Lawrence battle for position
Ken Johnson photo

Bobby Kendall and Mike Ehde battle for position
Jeff Blaser photo

Midwest Modified winner Robbie Franklin
Jerry Zimmer photo

Figure-8 winner Danny Johnson
Martin DeFries photo
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Upper Midwest Sprint action at North Central Speedway
Stan Meissner photo

4-wide Bomber action at Raceway Park
Martin DeFries photo

Pat Doar won main events at Superior and Cedar Lake in the same weekend
Ken Johnson photo

ThunderStox race around Lake Speed at LaCrosse
Mary Schill photo

Road Runner winner Anthony Lloyd
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

Mid Am action at the the "Duel at the Dells"
Jeff Blaser photo
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Photo Gallery

Sportsmen winner Jerrod Loging
Mary Schill photo

Pro Stock winner Ryan Wiome
Jerry Zimmer photo

Modified winner Kelley Estey
Ken Johnson photo

Bandit winner Kory Childs
Jeff Blaser photo

Late Model winner Tim Sargent
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

Dirt Nationals IRA winner Terry McCarl
Stan Meissner photo
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The Official Word
"The Bob's" - Bob Drewry & Bob Heine

Position
Chief Steward
Favorite Food
Sweet Corn

Bob Heine

Martin DeFries photo

Bob Drewry

Position
Assistance Technical Inspector
Favorite Food
Since I had my operation, it’s really anything that will
stay down.

What do you most enjoy about your weekend job?
I believe I’m able to make a positive influence when
it comes to change. I do it for the love of the sport.

What do you enjoy most about your weekend job?
Watching the races and being around the racers.

Most memorable moment
Without a doubt, it would have to be my first night on
the job this year. We had to disqualify one of the
major engine builders engines. We had a twenty
minute, extremely professional and congenial
conversation with the engine builder. Even though
this was a disqualification, I have to stress how
professionally the decision was handled.

Most memorable moment
Well, I can’t really think of one as it relates to this
job. One of the things that would have to be pretty
high on the list, racing related, would have to be
hitting 145 mph at the Milwaukee Mile. That was
pretty fun.
Most forgettable moment
The only thing I can think of would be a
confrontation with a racer that could have been
avoided.

Most forgettable moment
Do you mean moment that I would like to forget? In
all seriousness, I don’t have one. I like my job.

from page 4
have been Duane Mahder
and Jerry Redetzke. Looks
like the kids are doing
pretty good these days.

professional, after they listened to the questions. Prior to
sitting down to get their answers, both offered to just give
answers without knowing what the questions would be.
Needles to say, they both provided some very entertaining
answers, but unfortunately we’ll have to use the real
answers to the questions for the publication.

The Official Word section
in this issue features two
technical inspectors that
I’m lucky enough to talk to
just about every week. You
really never know how
good a person’s sense of
humor is until you get a
chance to know them for a
while. I must say, the
answers provided by Bob
& Bob were very

I recently received my first copy of the RPM Newsletter in
the mail. RPM is the acronym for Racing Promotion
Monthly. This group is probably the most well-respected
group when it comes to offering suggestions to promote
the sport of short track racing and recognizing the
promoters that do well. After reading through the
newsletter, I firmly believe most promoters read their
newsletter each month. I also have to wonder if some
promoters/track owners simply don’t take the time to read
this information.
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Going in
Circles

By Charlie Spry
We started off on Friday, July 23, with another trip to the
Columbus 151 Speedway. Threatening weather and hot
temperatures kept the crowd down, with heavy rains the
previous couple of days making for areas of flooding in the
pits. However, Columbus does not cancel easily, and the
show went on as planned.
Nice to see late model racer Dan Lensing present. Dan
started his racing career here several years ago, and has
since raced at many venues and series’ with a great deal of
success. “I haven’t raced here since 2001,” said Dan. “I did
run my buddies’ car here once since that time, but it was
missing and not running well. I look back at when I started
racing here, and we didn’t know what we were doing, we
had the car all wrong, I was afraid to start up front where I
was supposed to. We talked about it and decided to come
back and have some fun.” Dan showed his improvement
since that time, as he is a very polished driver now. He won
his heat race and ran well in the feature, even working on
the tough outside groove. It was enjoyable to watch. Best
wishes for Dan and his team in future endeavors.
Steve Dobbratz finds himself second in points to leader
Scotty Ollerman. Tonight, Dobie had the rear end break in
his car in the heat race, putting him on the sidelines for the
night. Point leader Ollerman offered one of his cars to
Dobie to race, insisting on it. “I don’t really know if I am
going to compete for the championship, but we are having
fun,” said Dobie. “ I was ready to call it a night, but Scott
insisted on sending his crew along with me to pick up his
car, so we got it back here and I just had time to get in and
go. I was buckling in and I couldn’t find the switch to start
it. But I got more comfortable as time went by and it went
well.” Dobie finished only a couple of spots behind Scotty
in the feature, so the points will help. You have to really
give credit to a competitor who will go to these lengths to
help another. It is nice to see acts of true sportsmanship in
this dog-eat-dog world. Great job by Mr. Scott Ollerman.
Not such a good act of sportsmanship was seen in
the ironically named sportsman division. The polesitter was
leading the feature, with point leader Phil Denikas the only
car working the outside groove. Phil was making it work,
too, but the race leader took exception to being passed, and
pushed a little too hard into Denikas’ car. When he lost the
handle, he pulled back onto the track and waited for
Denikas to lap him. You could see the scheme in his mind,
and sure enough, he tried walling him as he went by.
Problem is, the offender did more damage to his own car
than to Denikas’ car. Track officials made the correct call to
give the boot to the offending driver. That sort of thing
should never happen. Sending messages to drivers that
this sort of thing won’t fly will help the car count to
increase. Kevin Anderson kept out of trouble and won the
main event.

Nice to see Chester Williams bring his hobby stock to
race. He won his heat and also ran well in the feature.
Would like to see more of the Jefferson hobby stocks
come race. Jefferson Bandit driver Tadd Douglas also was
a newcomer to Columbus tonight, making his first try on
the track. Veteran Art Blakely also was present for the first
time this year in the Bandit division.
On saturday we took the drive to the Dells Raceway Park
for their show. Added onto the regular show were the
Mid-Am cars and Super Cups; all this for no increase in
admission price. I had not been to this track in a couple of
years, so wanted to see what changes have been made to
this ever-improving facility. This truly is a showplace
track; everything new, neat and tidy. I was very impressed
with the interaction between track personnel and fans,
drivers, etc. I called early in the afternoon to find out about
the show, and actually got to talk to a real person. And
this person was pleasant. They truly do understand the
concept of customer service here. Going to school for
business management, I have had several classes in public
relations, customer service, sales, etc., and the people at
this track excel at this. They have information available not
only on the web, but also in printed publications, they are
very friendly, you are greeted warmly with a smile, and
they basically do everything right. People remember this
sort of treatment. I know I do.
Young Bobby Kendall won the late model feature,
working the outside of veteran Mike Ehde. Kendall had the
nose of his car in front of Ehde and was scored as the
leader when a caution came out. Out front, Kendall cruised
to his first ever late model feature win. Could he have
passed Ehde if the caution had not flown? I think so.
Bobby is the son of longtime Dells racer Jeff Kendall, and
they know their stuff.
Nice to see Mark Ailes get his first feature win in the
pure stocks. Mark checked out from the field as Ken Scott
and Bic Arendsee waged a real battle behind, side-by-side,
lap after lap. Scott edged out Arendsee for second.
The Mid-Am cars always out on a good show, and it was
series rookie Tyler Bauknecht taking the win over veterans
Mark Pluer and Bill Prietzel. A couple of pretty serious
wrecks decimated a few cars during the night, but they put
on a good show with a very good car count. Other winners
were Tuffy Myer in the sportsman division and Erik
Gehrke in the super cups. Had to laugh at announcer Todd
Behling poking good natured fun at all the Illinois drivers
in the super cup field. The Bandit feature was taken by
Kory Childs. I wanted to see my small-town police chief,
Dave Wickstrum in his first race here. Dave bought a Ford
Festiva Bandit car at the start of the season and had been
having fun racing it at Madison International Speedway,
and this was his first race at another track. Dave had fun,
didn’t finish last in his semi, and the car came home in one
piece. Sounds like a good night to me.
The following friday I once again took in the show at
Columbus. The threat of storms loomed all afternoon, with
a fine mist finally putting an end to the racing after the
heats were run, during intermission. Running straight
through would have been a good idea, but would still not
have netted completion of the show. Double features next
week, hopefully with pleasant weather.
Enjoyed talking with late model/hobby stock racer Jim Tate
Jr. Jim is doing quite well with his late model, with several
top feature finishes to his credit. “The car has plenty of
power, but handles terrible. The reason I have been able to
do as well as I have, is that I try to always race smart.” said
Jim. He does, too, as he is one of the toughest late model

racers to pass, but he does it in a clean fashion. However,
as all of the top late model drivers have found out, he
doesn’t just give up a spot. You are going to have to race
him hard every lap to make a pass, because he doesn’t
make many mistakes. He also races his hobby stock at
Jefferson, and had it present tonight to race.
Hobby stock racer Tony Chase found himself in the seat of
the Zickert Motorsports late model formerly raced by
Randy Bruenig. Tough shoes to fill, indeed, as Bruenig is a
former track champion. Tony will have to undergo a definite
learning curve. Not sure if this was a one-time deal or more,
we will have to wait and see.
Nick Wendt is performing well in his Dad’s (Andy) late
model this year, working hard to pass on the outside,
usually taking any opportunity to jump outside in the
tough outer groove. It is fun to watch drivers do this and
see how it works for them. Sometimes it does, and
sometimes it doesn’t, but it is fun to watch those that try.
The car is not new by any means, as Andy told me it is
Pathfinder chassis #62.
Saturday dawned as another overcast day, but it ended up
clearing up nicely in the afternoon and it was a perfect
evening, weather-wise at Jefferson. An outstanding field of
thirty-four late models were on hand tonight. I don’t know
why it is, but at this point in the season where many tracks
start seeing declining numbers, Jefferson always seems to
gain cars, especially in the late model division. Jason
Schuler was present for the first time this year, as was Paul
Dygon and a couple of new drivers, Dan Hayes and Andy
Brinkman. Ryan Zielski took the late model feature win, his
first ever feature win at this track. He has been steadily
getting faster this year and it was only a matter of time until
he broke through, and tonight was the night. The race was
marred by several cautions, but each time Zielski was up to
the task. Point leader Casey Johnson drove a smart race in
taking second over veteran Roger Behlke, who led half of
the race. Nice run by Roger, who has had more than his
share of bad luck this season. Jack Rabey took a heat race
win in the late models, which I think might be his first ever
at this track. The former Lake Geneva Raceway driver got
his start in the four cylinder ”BIC” class at ‘Geneva.
Jay Kalbus made a rare Jefferson appearance, parlaying it
into the feature win in the sportsman division. Many
problems befell multiple winner Chico Riedner, who still
came back to finish fifth. It was nice to see Shaun Gunsolus
get a victory in his heat race. If I’m not mistaken, this was
also his first win here in this type of car. The hobby stock
division was about the only division that saw a slight drop
in car count, with Jim Tate Jr. taking the main event win.
Kyle Smith won the International main event, with
Bill Reynolds chalking up another victory in the Road
Warrior division. We also had a first time feature winner in
the Bandit class, with Stan Schave getting that first ever
feature victory.
Randy Strassburg has one of the coolest hobby stocks out
there, as his ride is an unusual 1972 ’Cuda. He said that he
has had several parts cars that were all rotted out and
stripped for parts in the usage of putting together the sharp
machine. It is powered by a MOPAR 340 engine, and
Randy said that he just likes to come out and have fun a
take what he can get. Another interesting thing that Randy
told me, was that he doesn’t even have a garage to work
out of. Everything is done outside, or if need be, he can
take the engine into a storage shed and work on it. I think
that is real dedication and the epitome of what short track
racing is all about. Nothing stops a dedicated racer from
racing, and Randy is definitely dedicated to the sport.
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The Lady and
the Track

Molly Vadnais
I really hope that I don’t get fined for writing this article
(because I sure don’t have the money to pay off one of
their undisclosed fines) but NASCAR needs to get their
head out of their, um, trailers and into the game. While I
think they realize they have issues, NASCAR needs to
seriously think about what is best for the sport and how to
get there because their constant changes are causing
whiplash to drivers and fans while the real wounds are
seeping through the Band-Aids they keep sticking on this
sport!
At the start of this season, they announced a “have at it”
attitude towards racing incidents on track. They wanted to
bring back the old school racing, where it was settled on
the track and the drivers were supposed to use Old West
justice to keep each other in line. You could almost see a
duel at sunset between some of the drivers. NASCAR
expected the drivers to all fall in line and just use gentle
bumps and nudges, ramping up excitement. However, that
is assuming there would be a firm line between right and
wrong. In a perfect world, a nudge from a talented, coolheaded driver to another equally talented, cool-headed
driver would result in the excitement they wanted. If you
take out those adjectives, it is a whole other can of worms.
NASCAR, in hindsight, has realized this, and now that they
sent out that decree, they are trying to put the cat back in
the bag. I am not saying that these drivers should be
allowed to use their cars as weapons but it can’t be a ‘have
half-way at it and if we don’t like you or how hard the crash
was we will meet you in the NASCAR hauler.’
Another corner that NASCAR has backed itself into is

Ah, NASCAR…what have you done now?
overexposure. Sometimes you have to actually miss
something to appreciate it and with the length of the
NASCAR season it is hard to miss any of it. NASCAR
competes with all other major sports at some point during
the year, starting the season before March Madness and
ending during Football season. Fans get tired of watching
the same thing over and over. Think about it…if you could
eat your favorite food everyday, all day, how long would
you actually want to eat it and appreciate the taste? A few
weeks, tops. So the fact that you can watch racing every
Friday, Saturday and Sunday for ten months out of the year
makes it hard to miss it.
NASCAR has also overexposed their main drivers by
allowing them to drive in every other series out there.
There are arguments for reasons why they should let cup
drivers run the other series but I think they are lame. Yup, I
said it, lame. ‘These young drivers can learn from the
expertise of Cup drivers’ well, sure, they can, but hello
NASCAR, you are cutting off your nose to spite your face.
Who are your ‘drivers of the future’ if your current stars
are stealing all the glory. It is like sending the top NFL
players to play college football. Would the kids get better,
well, yeah but at what cost? All the attention goes to those
stars. I think the real reason they let these drivers race in
the other series is to get fans in the stands (money) but not
only are they overexposed; they are stinking up the show
and the series. Waiting so long to address this problem
has eliminated all the small, lower budget teams from the
series leaving only large teams with teeny-bopper, Justin
Bieberesque development drivers out there. So every
weekend, for most of the year I can watch the same drivers
drive the same tracks and beat up on little kids while
practicing for their race the next day. Not exciting.
Also not exciting is the current Chase format but in order to
change it how it needs to be changed, NASCAR needs to
get out from under the crushing weight of the all mighty
dollar. Change the format for good. Change it for the
better. Make it about the fans and not the money because
without the fans this sport will go down quicker than the
Titanic. There are a lot of ways that the Chase could
change for the better but here is my idea, sorry if you heard
it before.
*Instead of the just the highest in points, the drivers have
to win at least one race to get in the chase. That way
there is no more points racing and drivers really have to
step up there game. There will be no more settling for
second but a real push for first.
*Each driver goes into the chase equal – no more bonus
points going into the chase, everyone is on an equal

playing field.
*According to my calculations, there are 22 tracks that
host Cup races, 36 total races. Give each track a race
BEFORE the Chase, keeping the special doubles as
necessary, and keep track of the percentage of tickets
sold. If a track hosts more than one race, average the two.
The Chase races are given to the tracks with the best
attendance, highest attendance is the last race of the
season. Think about it, reward the fans for their loyalty
and coming to see a race, give the track’s promotion
department something to really strive for and mix up the
same old boring tracks at the same time of the year. There
is no prepping for Chase tracks because they will change
every year, depending on ticket sales.
Instead of changing the Chase format (ten drivers, twelve
drivers, eliminations after races, etc.), change variables to
keep up the excitement.
The most recent change is fining drivers for negative
comments (I am protected under that whole freedom of the
press, right Dan?) but I think NASCAR needs to close their
mouths and open their minds. Form a panel of people that
have a stake in the future of the sport: a variety of team
owners (both large and small), fans, track owners, old time
racers, current drivers, media and anyone else that you can
think of that could change racing for the better. Give these
people an open forum, free from repercussions, to discuss
exactly what should happen to the sport. Additionally, ask
for information from people that have let their season
tickets go by the wayside. An online survey sent to their
email address would not take long but if every fan says the
sport has gotten expensive and boring, NASCAR knows
what needs to be changed.
So, NASCAR, just stop and think about it. Think about
what direction the sport is supposed to go in the future,
how to get there and fix the problem instead of covering it
up. Those Band-Aids can only stay on so long…

Coming in the next issue of

Dixieland 150 Highlights
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Regional Racing News
ROOKIE BAUKNECHT OUTGUNS
FORMER CHAMPS IN DELLS DUEL TWO
By Matt Panure
A total of four championships couldn’t cause Tyler
Bauknecht to flinch. The Mid-American Stock Car Series
rookie picked up his first series win at Dells Raceway Park
Saturday night by holding off Bill Prietzel and Mark Pluer
on a late restart.
Before Bauknecht had the opportunity to fend off Prietzel
and Pluer, he was locked in an early side-by-side battle with
the defending DRP winner. The second-generation
MASCS driver gave Pluer the dreaded outside line, where
the 1996 champ was unable to capitalize.
“I saw him in my rearview mirror. He was going to the
outside, and I just told myself that I wasn’t going to let him
get around me on the outside,” Bauknecht said. “I just kept
running as hard as I could. I left nothing out there.”
The duel began after Bauknecht took advantage of the pole
position to dispose of Chris Ratajczyk. With the door
open, Pluer immediately slid into the runner-up spot. Pluer
took only four circuits before he jumped to the high line.
In search of his second consecutive win at the Dells, and

third in four starts, Pluer slowly pulled even with
Bauknecht. On lap six Pluer put his nose ahead and was
scored as the leader. Bauknecht had a rebuttal in store and
stormed back on the inside line. After creeping back on the
low line for three circuits, Bauknecht forced Pluer to tuck
back in line behind him.

Both competitors were sent to the tail of the field.

“I had to get him early if I could get him,” Pluer said. “I
actually had the position once, but I couldn’t take it away.
He charged back and took it back. I had nothing for him
after that.”

With only 13 laps remaining on the scoreboard, Bauknecht
saw the two former champs dangling in his rearview mirror,
prepared to pounce at the display of the green.

As Pluer started to lose ground to Bauknecht, and with
Ratajczyk riding in third, a frantic battle ensued for the
chance to challenge the top three. Prietzel, Adam Bendzick
and Mike Lichtfeld swapped the high and low lines in a
four-lap dispute. Clinging to the bottom, Prietzel would not
allow either Bendzick or Lichtfeld to swipe the spot down
low. Bendzick won the battle with Lichtfeld and continued
to pressure Prietzel.
Another three-car battle deeper in the field erupted with an
incredible three-wide pass by Jeremy Bloomberg. Exiting
the second turn on lap 15 Lyle Nowak and Jeremy
Spoonmore made slight contact. As the two washed up the
track, Bloomberg seized the opportunity to dive low.
Bloomberg moved to ninth, but was unable to shake Nowak
who moved past just a
few laps later.
With the three-wide
display causing a
distraction to fans,
Brian Back, who set a
new track record in
qualifying, was moving
through the field
undetected. Displaying
the number 61 to honor
his grandfather Jim
Back, Back raced sideby-side with Kevin
Kulka for a multitude of
circuits. Riding the
high side Back was
unable to clear Kulka
for the seventh spot.
The battle broke down
on lap 26 as Back was
sent into the spin cycle.

Jeff Blaser photo

The lap-26 restart was short lived as Ryan Gutknecht
looped his racer in turn two on lap 27. However, Prietzel
was able to clear Ratajczyk and move into third, setting up
a nervous moment for the leader Bauknecht.

“My heart was pounding. It was unbelievable,” Bauknecht
said of the moment.
Leading the field back to action, Bauknecht jumped out to a
car-length over the veteran duo. Prietzel and Pluer locked
into a battle for second, allowing Bauknecht to break away
even further over the next three trips around the third-mile.
Proving its worth once again, the low line was to the
advantage of Pluer, who secured second with ten laps to
go. Pluer began to chop away at Bauknecht’s now seven
car-length lead, and Prietzel again fell into the clutches of
Bendzick. The Apple Valley, Minn., driver took several
looks at Prietzel entering the turns, but his challenges were
halted with a final caution on lap 32 when Bret Widdis and
Tom McClintock made contact.
A single-file restart allowed Bauknecht to once again jump
out to a healthy advantage over Pluer. Over the final eight
laps Bauknecht ran the same consistent line that had kept
him up front throughout the race. Pluer settled for second,
Prietzel claimed third, Bendzick recorded his best MASCS
finish in fourth, and Ratajcyzk, making his Mid-Am debut,
finished fifth.
His father Dave and his brother Kyle both being MidAmerican graduates, Bauknecht was all smiles in carrying
on the family tradition with a win.
“This is great. I love it,” Bauknecht said. “I could get used
to this.”

Midwest Karting Association
www.mkaracing.com
www.visiteauclaire.com

Come check us out. Affordable racing, family oriented.
Located at Menards General Office in Eau Claire, WI
Check out our website for race day details:
www.mkaracing.com
Thank you

Pit Passes Just $4

Upcoming Race Dates
Aug 14
Aug 15
Aug 28
Aug 29

Ice Cream Social
Regular Race
Pig Roast
Regular Race
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Sauter Takes Feature Win
By: Ashley Iwanski
Jay Sauter won the Kwik Trip NASCAR Late Model feature
in his second night back at La Crosse Fairgrounds
Speedway since 1984.
“It was a lot of fun,” Sauter said. “It brings back memories
of when we raced here in the ‘80’s.”
Sauter started in fourth next to Harley Jankowski.
Jankowski fell back as the leaders Matthew Henderson and
Tim Nelson raced side-by-side. Sauter then moved into
third. Nelson started to slow on the outside and Sauter
took advantage moving into second. For five laps Sauter
was on the bumper of Henderson looking first high, then
low, then high again for any chance to get around the pole
sitter. Sauter was finally able to take the lead at the half way
point on the inside of Henderson in turn one.
“We struggled all day in practice,” Sauter said. “We made
big changes before qualifying and again before the feature.
It paid off.”
Once Sauter was in the lead he opened a gap between
himself and the rest of the field. With no cautions, no one
was able to catch him.
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back to fourth where he
finished. This made room for
Rob Mason to move up into
the second spot followed by
Greg Scheck. Mason tried to
run down Clements while
holding off Scheck, but
Clements was too fast. Mason
finished second and Scheck
third.

Bruce Nuttleman photo

Adam Moore took home a
feature win in the United Auto
Supply Thunderstox division
after starting toward the back
of the field. Daniel Bridgette
started on the pole and held
onto the lead through nine
laps. Meanwhile Moore was
weaving in and out of traffic, racing three wide to get to the
leader. With three to go, Moore took the lead from
Bridgette on the outside of turn one.
Bridgette finished second. As the cars came across the
finish line Matt Inglett and Jason Bolster got together on
the front stretch collecting five other cars as they took the
checkered flag.

Bill Inglett made his way through a storm of flying debris to
win the first Trailer Race of Destruction of the season.
Boats, cars, campers and even a life-size horse statue were
scattered around the track as the drivers slammed into each
other repeatedly; all in hopes to be the last one standing in
the end. After a fan vote Inglett was declared the winner.

But the race wasn’t over, at least not for the drivers third
through 10th. Steve Carlson started 14th and raced his was
to fourth with five to go. Brad Powell was in third with
Carlson on his back bumper. The two were within inches of
each other in the corners, but Powell was able to pull away
on the front and back straightaway and hold onto the third
spot. Carlson finished fourth followed by Brent Kirchner.
Nick Clements won the North Country Contractors
Sportsmen feature after taking an early lead. Rick
Shermerhorn was running in second and quickly fell back
after sliding sideways through turn four. Shermerhorn fell

Beamish Boys Finish One and Two at
Raceway Park
On a night that featured the American Short Trackers with
pre-race time trials and on-track driver introductions, the
Beamish family used the opportunity to showcase a family
battle for the lead. Kevin Beamish and nephew Michael
Beamish battled for the lead throughout the main event,
with the younger Beamish (Michael) coming out on top
over his Uncle Kevin. Rounding out the top five were
Robert Backe, Paul Haeg and birthday boy Terry Larson.
Earlier Short Track action saw heat races go to Larson and
Keith Paulsrud.
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Chad Walen picked up his second win in a row, holding off
current point leader Adam Royle on his way to victory lane.
The Late Model main event got off to a wild start, as Molly
Rhoads went flying off the track in turn one, but escaped
without injury. Walen and Royle were followed across the
line by Ryan Johnson, Joe Garafalo and Harm Alken. Heat
race wins were picked up by Royle and Johnson.
Brent Kane picked up another Hobby Stock win, keeping
the Lonsdale driver at the top of the point standings. Kane
wasted little time making his way to the front and held off
Mike Gilomen on his way to victory lane. Mike Hanson,
Adam Wiebusch and Greg
Borchardt followed Kane and
Gilomen across the stripe. Mike
Homan and Wiebusch picked up
heat wins.
Darren Wood picked up his first
Bomber feature win of the year,
while Adam Oxborough had a
career best second place finish.
Tim Hollen, John Zumberge and
Jason Michaud rounded out the
top-five. Hollen and Andrew Bisek
were heat race winners.

Martin DeFries photo

The two Wild and Crazy Figure-8
main events were captured by
Steve Dehler and Dave Nogle. The
Mini Stock main event was won by
Michael Stoer with Doug Schmitz,

Martin DeFries photo
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Pat Bennett, Jack Purcell and Brian Adams rounding out
the top-five. Mini Stock heat race winners were Purcell,
Schmitz and Bennett.
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The Inside Dirt from page 6
has a mix of drivers ranging from rookie to seasoned
veteran and the rookies were taken to school on this night.
Some refer to high profile drivers running lesser venues as
“cherry picking” but the UMSS drivers I have talked to
appreciate what Brooke has brought to the series with his
occasional visits. Brooke can often be found at UMSS
races whenever he has a free night helping out with setups
and giving advice to anyone who asks. Personally I think
that learning from a professional driver benefits our local
racing and helps the UMSS drivers to see where their
programs stand.
On July 31 I attended the UMSS/IMCA combined show at
the Arlington Raceway. This night would include a make
up IMCA Feature from July 5 (the rained out event was
sponsored by GRP Motorsports) as well as the regularly
scheduled full UMSS/IMCA program. Brad Barickman won
the July 5 race that was resumed from where it had left off
when the rains came. Chris Graf won the regularly
scheduled UMSS/IMCA special later in the evening. The
Arlington Raceway runs a very efficient program and was
able to run double features in the Sprints as well as a
complete UMSS show and their weekly classes and still
finish by 11pm. The track held up well and could probably
have withstood another complete show. The Sprint Cars
ran 19 laps of their 20 lap feature before the only caution of
the race required a green, white, checkered finish. The
UMSS had a push vehicle for every car and with only one
caution ran the quickest feature of the entire program.
During the past three weeks I have seen two green to
checker features and several others with minimal delays.
On the flip side the features for some of the support classes
running on the same card as the UMSS Sprints were
plagued by numerous spins and pileups. I’m not knocking
the Modifieds or Stock Cars, just pointing out that this
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myth that Sprints slow
down a racing program
is proving to be just
that, a myth. One goal
of the UMSS besides
providing more local
Sprint Car racing is to
tear down some of
these long held
stereotypes and show
the fans and
promoters that Sprint
Cars can put on a
great show.

Brooke Tatnell in action at Kopellah Speedway
Stan Meissner photo

Tidbits and notes:
The Rice Lake
Speedway has
announced that their
August 28 Sprint Car
race has been changed
from an IRA event to a
UMSS show.
Apparently the new owners decided to take a more
conservative approach on special events for the remainder
of their first season. I talked briefly with Steve Sinclair at
Elko and he said that the IRA will be stuck with an open
Saturday night too late in the season to make any
additions.
The Micro Sprints exceeded my expectations. Those
things are a ball to watch on a 3/8 mile when there’s a full
field.

Tim Boeder, the North Central Speedway, was in
attendance at the Kouba Memorial and updated the crowd
on his recovery and thanked everyone for their support.
Keith Nelson, the other track worker injured in the mishap,
is reportedly coming out of his coma and making good
progress.
Thanks for reading and we’ll see you at the races!

Here’s a scoop for you. Bill Balog owns a fleet of guitars
including a prized Martin acoustic.

Thunderstox action crossing the
finish line at LaCrosse
Fairgrounds Speedway.
Mary Schill photo

Thrills
and Spills

(Left)Steve Erickson Jr. # 52 from
Machesney Park, Illinois flies high
into the air as he slams into the
3rd turn safety tire backwards and
rolls over onto his roof. Steve
escape unharmed.
Jimmy Ambruoso photo

(Right) Chris Koch gets
airborne during UMSS Micro
Sprint action the Elko Dirt
Nationals. Koch would recover
to win the main event.
Jacy Norgaard photo
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